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ABSTRACT. In this paper we define a topological space X to be 0-regular if every

filterbase in X with a nonempty O-adherence has a nonempty adherence. It is shown that

the class of 0-regular topological spaces includes rim-compact topological spaces and

that @-regular H(i) (Hausdorff) topological spaces are compact (regular). The concept

of 0-regularity is used to extend a closed graph theorem of Rose [1]. It is established

that an r-subcontinuous closed graph function into a 0-regular topological space is

continuous. Another sufficient condition for continuity of functions due to Rose [I]
is also extended by introducing the concept of almost weak continuity which is weaker

than both weak continuity of Levine and almost continuity of Husain. It is shown that

an almost weakly continuous closed graph function into a strongly locally compact

topological space is continuous.
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|. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper, Rose [I] presented a strong version of Levine’s decomposition

theorem and applied it to show that a closed graph weakly continuous function into a

rim-compact topological space is continuous and that a closed graph almost continuous

function into a stkongly locally compact topological space is continuous. One of the

purposes of the present note is to extend these results. In Section 3 we introduce

the class of 0-regu|ar topological spaces containing both the class of regular spaces

and the class of rim-compact spaces and show that -regular H(i) (R I) topological

spaces are compact (regular). In Section 4 it is established that a closed graph

r-subcontinuous function into a 0-regular topological space is continuous. As a

consequence we have that a closed graph weakly continuous function into a 0-regular

topological space is continuous. The new weak form of continuity, called almost weak

continuity, which is weaker than both weak continuity and almost weak continuity, is

introduced and it is obtained that a|most weakly continuous C-continuous function

into a strongly locally compact topological space is continuous. As a consequence we

have that a closed graph almost weakly continuous function into a strongly locally

compact topological space is continuous.

2. PRELIMINARIES.

Throughout, spaces mean topolical saces and the closure, interior and boundary
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of a subset A of a space are denoted by CI(A), Int(A) and Fr(A), respectively. A point

x of a space X is in the 0-closure of a subset A of X (x e C1o(A)) if each closed

neighborhood U of x satisfies U h A # (Veliko [2]). The 0-adherence of a filterbase

V (ad0V) in a space X is ({CI0(F) F e V} and V 0-convergence to x if for each open

set U containing x there is an F e V such that F C Cl(U) (Veliko [2]). It is clear

that in regular spaces J-adherence of a filterbase coincides with the adherence. A

space X is said to be H(i) (Scarborough and Stone [3]) if every open covering of X has

a finite subcollection whose closures cover X. From the characterization of }{-closed

spaces due to Veliko [21 it can be seen that a space X is H(i) if and only if ad V #

for each filterbase V in X. A space is called rim-compact if each x X has a local

bae of open sets with compact boundaries. A space is said to be strongly locally

compact if each x X has a closed compact neighborhood. Every locally compact regular

sp,ce is strongly locally compact and every strongly locally compact space is rim-

compact. There exist strongly locally compact spaces which are not regular (Example

73 due o Stec and Seebach [4]). We employ as a primitive the following characte-

iz,tion of weak continuity (Levine [5]) (resp. almost continuity (Husain [6])) from

(Levine [5]) (resp. (Rose [I])). A function f: X Y is weakly continuous (resp. almost
-I -I -I -I

continuous) if (V) C Int(f (CI(V))) (resp. f (V) C Int(Cl(f (V)))) for each open

subset V of Y. Weak continuity and almost continuity are independent conditions

(os [71).

3. -REGULAR SPACES.

DEFINITION 3. I. A space X is 0-regular if every filterbase in X with a nonempty

0-,zdherence has a nonempty adherence.

It is clear that regular spaces are 0-regular. The following theorem shows that

an important class of spaces is also contained in the class of 0-regular spaces.

THEOREM 3.2. Rim-compact spaces are 0-regular.

PROOF. Let X be a rim-compact space and let V be a filterbase in X such that

ad,V # . Assume that adV and let x e adoV. Then there exist an open set V

containing x and an F such that V % F . Since X is rim-compact, there exists

an open set U containing x such that U C V and Fr(U) is compact. Suppose that Fr(U) @.

Thn C[(U) U and since x ad)V, U #% F # . This is a contradiction and hence

Fr(U) # . We show that Fr(U)( F # for each F V. To do so assume that there is

an F
2

V such that Fr(U)(- F
2

. Choose F e V such that F C Flrh F2. Then U h F

and Fr(U)( F so that CI(U)h F . This contradicts the assumption that x ad0V.
We conclude that Fr(U)fh F # for each F V. Since Fr(U) is compact, Fr(U)fh adV # @.

Ths contradiction establishes the proof.

It is well known that regular H(i) spaces are compact. The corollary to the

following readily established result reveals that rim-compact H(i) spaces are also

compact.

THEOREM 3.3. An H(i) space is compact if and only if it is 0-regular.

COROLLARY 3.4. An H(i) space is compact if and only if it is rim-compact.

The concept of R[ spaces was introduced by Davis [8]: A space X is R if for each

x,y e X with Cl{x} # Cl{y} there exist open disjoint sets U and V such that Cl{x} U

and Cl{y} V. He showed that the class of R spaces contains both the class of
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regular spaces and the class of Hausdorff spaces. Jankovi [9] established that a

space X is R if and only if CI0{x} Cl{x} for each x X,

LEMMA 3.5. A space X is R if and only if adV C Cl{x} for each filterbase V

0-converging to x e X.

PROOF. Let V be a f11terbase in an R space X 0-converging to x e X. If adV

we are done. Suppose that adV # . Let y e adV and y CI0{x}. Then there exists an

open set U containing y such that x CI(U). Since V 0-converges to x there exists an

F e V such that F C CI(X CI(U)). This implies that F U which contradicts the

assumption that y adV. We conclude that y e CI0{x} and adV C CI0{x}. Since X is R I,

CI0{x} Cl{x} and hence adV C Cl{x}.

Conversel, let x g X. It is obvious that the filterbase V of all open sets

containing x 0-converges to x. Since adV {CI(U) U is open and x e U} CI0{x},
by hypothesis it follows that Cl0{x} C Cl{x}. This shows that X is R I.

THEOREM 3.6. Every 0-regular R space is regular.

PROOF. Let A be a subset of a 0-regular R space X and let x CI0(A). Then

CI(U) A # for each open set U containing x and V {CI(U) A: U is open and x U}

is a filterbase 0-converging to x. Since X is 0-regular, there exists a y e adV.

From Lemma 3.5 it follows that y Cl{x} and consequently, x e Cl{y} since X is R I.
But Cl{y} C adV CI(A) so that x CI(A). Therefore CI0(A) CI(A). This shows that

X is regular.

COROLLARY 3.7. Every 0-regular Hausdorff space is regular.

4. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR CONTINUITY.

The concept of a subcontinuous function, which is a generalization of a function

whose range is compact, was introduced by Fuller [i0]: A function f: X Y is said to

be subcontinuous if ad fV) # for each convergent filterbase V in X. Recently,

Herrington [II] defined a function f: X Y to be r-subcontinuous if ad0f(V) # for

each convergent filterbase V in X. By use of the concept of 0-regularity we easily

establish a sufficient condition for r-subcontinuous functions to be subcontinuous.

LEMMA 4.1. An r-subcontinuous function into a 0-regular space is subcontinuous.

The previous lemma along with the following result due to Fuller [I0] will enable

us to improve the result of Rose [I] that weakly continuous functions with closed graphs

into rim-compact spaces are continuous.

LEMMA 4.2. A function with a closed graph is continuous if and only if it is

nubcontinuous.

THEOREM 4.3. An r-subcontinuous function with a closed graph into a 0-regular

space is continuous.

Since weakly continuous functions are r-subcontinuous, we have the following

corollary.

COROLLARY 4.4. A weakly continuous function with a closed graph into a 0-regular

space is continuous.

The concept of C-continuous functions was introduced by Gentry and Hoyle [12].

Long and Hendrix [13] established that a function f: X Y is C-continuous if and only
-I

if f (B) is closed for each closed and compact subset B of Y and showed that every

closed graph function is C-continuous.
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The proof of the following result which also improves Theorem 6 of (Rose [I])
is omitted since it is similiar to the proof of that theorem.

THEOREM 4.5. A weakly continuous C-continuous function into a rim-compact space

is continuous.

It is shown by Rose [I] that every almost continuous function with a closed graph

into a strongly locally compact space is continuous. We shall show that there is a

class of functions containing both the class of weakly continuous functions and the

class of almost continuous functions such that a function from this class into a

strongly locally compact space is continuous if it is C-continuous.

DEFINITION 4.6. A function f: X Y is almost weakly continuous if f-I(V) C
-I

C Int(Cl(f (CI(V)))) for each open subset V of Y.

Clearly, weakly continuous and almost continuous functions are almost weakly

continuous, but the separate converses are not true in general. Roe [7] presented

an intersting comparison of almost continuity with continuity: A function f: X Y is

(almost) contin,ous if and only if f(CI(U)) C Cl(f(U)) for each (open) subset U of X.

The similiar result holds for almost weak continuity and weak continuity.

THEOREM 4.7. A function f: X Y is (almost) weakly continuous if and only if

f(Cl(U)) CIo(f(U)) for each (open) subset U of X.

PROOF. We prove the result only in the case of almost weak continuity. To prove

that the condition is necessary, let y Cl(f(U)) where U is an open subset of X.

Then there exists an open subset V containing y such that Cl(V) f(U) . This implies

that f-I(cI(V)) U and consequently, Int(Cl(f-](Cl(V)))) CI(U) . Since f is
-Ialmost weakly continuous, f (V) CI(U) . Therefore V f(Cl(U)) and

y f(Cl(U)). This shows that f(CI(U)) CCI(f(U)).
Conversely, let V be an open subset of Y. Then f(X Int(Cl(f-l{Cl(V)))))

-I
f(Cl(lnt(f (Y CI(V))))) and by hypothesis it follows that

Int(Cl(f-l(cl(V))))) C18(f(Int(f-l(Y CI(V))))).f(X

This implies that
-!

f(X Int(Cl(f (Cl(V))))) CIs(Y CI(V)) Y V.
-I -ITherefore (X Int(Cl(f (CI(V))))) f (V) . This shows that f is almost weakly

continuous.

We remark that by Theorem 4.7 it follows that almost weakly continuous functions

into regular spaces are almost continuous.

THEOREM 4.8. If f: X Y is an almost weakly continuous C-continuous function

into a strongly locally compact space Y, then f is continuous.

PROOF. Let V be a basic open set in Y with compact closure. Since f is
-I

C-continuous, f (CI(V)) is closed so that the almost weak continuity of f implies that

f (V) Int(f (CI(V))). By Theorem 2 in (Rose [I]), f is weakly continuous and by

Theorem 4.5, f is continuous.

COROLLARY 4.9. If f: X Y is an almost weakly continuous function with a closed

graph into a strongly locally compact space Y, then f is continuous.
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